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Sleep Study Service
Remote Setup
ReSupply
Depending on your needs, our trusted services help you continue to deliver efficient treatment through digital platforms and qualified clinicians with extensive experience in sleep medicine. You will enjoy full visibility of your patients’ progress every step of the way.

As a global leader for remote patient monitoring with more than five million cloud-connected devices, we will connect you with the digital healthcare solutions you need.

ResMed Connected Care Services empower you to increase capacity, reduce waiting lists, and offer innovative care pathways for your OSA patients.
What are the **services** and **advantages** offered?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Sleep Study Service**      | • Conducting fully [remote sleep studies](#) which are scored and reported by our qualified clinicians  
• Providing performance and reliability in a compact, lightweight and easy-to-use **home sleep testing device**, ResMed’s ApneaLink Air™ | + Reduces backlog and waiting lists  
+ Decreases in-person visits to sleep clinics  
+ User-friendly for both clinicians and patients  
+ Guided support online and via telephone |
| **Remote Home Setup**        | • Supporting patients in starting therapy remotely by facilitating the shipment of devices and consumables directly to patients’ homes  
• Offering **remote setup appointments** and coaching tips by qualified clinicians to help establish patients on therapy | + Reduces logistical costs to ship equipment to patients  
+ Offers automated bespoke and periodical reports  
+ Enables remote monitoring and management of successful and noncompliant patients |
| **ReSupply**                 | • Facilitating **automated and prescheduled delivery** of consumables directly from ResMed to patients | + Reduces outpatient hospital visits  
+ Minimises the inconvenience of storage, packaging, logistics, and inventory management  
+ Allows NHS clinicians to maximise their time on clinical activities |
How can my hospital go forward and stay ahead?

With our guidance and support, establishing a setup for the services is smooth and straightforward. Your local ResMed representative is able to guide you through the process, offer detailed information about what is entailed, and answer your specific questions.

If you wish to learn more about ResMed services and explore other support services, please get in touch by e-mailing us at marketinfouk@resmed.co.uk.
Take the first step towards healthcare transformation.

Get in touch by e-mailing us at

marketinfouk@resmed.co.uk